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Everywhere in the world, children spend much of their

time learning how to be adults. They are taught the rules

and norms of their society, gradually accumulating by rote

ana understanding a body of skills and knowledge enabling

them to move sucessfully into the adult world. A considerable

amount of this preparation for adulthood occurs in the class-

room.

In many societies this tutelage in adult behavior includes

a heavy dose of civic training. Nowhere is this more evi-

dent than in the United States, where the schools have long

accepted their mission to produce the ubiquitous but often

vaguely delineated "good citizen*. While American schools

are busily generating good citizenship, the American culture

is ecually busy encouraging a deep ambivalence about po-

litical parties. From the outset of the working of our poli-

tical system, parties have been simultaneously shtlned and

embraced, warned against while thoroughly employed.

How and why is our political culture transmitting such

conflicting messadesi :Thai is the role of the schools in

this procPes? Can the traditional American reluctant ac-

ceptance of political parties arise de novo in the adult,

or is it germinated in the atmosphere of civic training

to which adolescents are exposed?

Answers to these questions can be sought in a variety

of ways. One avenue of inquiry requires the evaluation of the
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schbolbs-uurticulg, and that'is the methdd we have hhosen.

The textbook is one if not the major learning resource in

American pre-college education, and therefore must be par-

tially responsible for the quality of the content of civic

education. By analyzing this content we may find certain

keys to political behavior, and at least can do no worse

than eliminating some assumptions about political learning.

A %;ontent analysis of textbooks' treatments of political

parties may shed some light on the roots of American be-

liefs about them.

Several limitations on the usefulness of this kind

of investigation immediately present themselves. First,

any single project of this type is likely to be too small

to produce any generalizable findings. Second, by lifting

the textbook out of the larger environment of schooling,

we deprive ourselves of the opportunity to assess interactive

effects by and on it. Third and perhaps most important, we

cannot know how the text material is being absorbed and used

when we rely on content analysis alone. It remains worth-

while to know what is there, however. This paper is the

result of an endeavor to fill a small gap in that knowledge

by content analyzing fouriiistory and Civics texts and

their presentations of political parties.

Theoretical Perspectives

Scholars such as Austin Ranney, Richard Hofstadter

and Gerald M. Pamper, among others, have frequently noted

.
4
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the American mentality coMbining what Ranney calls °anti.-

N. party thought and partisan action.° While virtually

endless voting behavior studies attest to the fact that

large numbers of Americans (we can no longer comforatably

say *most') identify with political parties,2 and scholars

of socialization know that the sources of this identifica-

tion include family and peer groups,3 identifying with a

party does not necessarily imply approval of the concept of

parties generally. Jack Dennis found rather striking

confirmation of this ambpralence among Wisconsin voters.4

Etidence of the same discordance of thought and action

among political elites themselves can be found across time:

from The Federalist and George Washington': State of the

Union Address to Robert LaFollettels Progressives; from

Wilson's *amateur Democrat* to the McGovern-Fraser Commission.5

All provide a strong case indeed for the breadth and depth

of this anomalous feature of our political culture.

One other result r the voting behavior research which

may have special implications for the present concern is

the extent of party identification among young voters. As

many as three quarters of young people surveyed have eschewed

6
party identification, and we may tentatively advance two

hypotheses based on these findings. First, if party identi-

fiers do not entirely support the parties as institutions,

we might suppose that independents are at least as skeptical

about them, If not markedly more so. Second, note that the

young are the group most likely to reject party identification:
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the age group nearest in time to their schooling and their

civic training. Can that civics training be held partially

accountable? Ulat exactly is the'school contributing to

the process of political learning?

Agents of political socialization are usually divided

into three groups: the family, social groups, and the schools.

Frew mould argue the socializing potential of formal education,

and its ability, in V.O. Key's words, to "indoctrinate the

coming generation with the basic outlooks and values of the

political order."7 Thp schools themselves have accepted

and vigorously executed the charge on them to inculcate

civic values.
&

Besides the teacher and the entire school en-

vironment the curriculum itself is viewed as a powerful

transmitter of the desired qualities of good citizensh1p.9

Research on the curriculum's impact and content yields

contradictory findings. Some conclude that textbook treat-

ments of American politics reinforce knowledge and values

best when they are in harmony with other aspects of the

socialization experience,10 while other findings suggest

that the curriculum makes lAttle if agy difference."

The two studies most directly bearing on our research,

however, are in close agreement on one facet of textbook

portrayals of politics. Litt and Massialas, in separate

studies, concluded that American politics is portrayed

in a bland and often unrealistic way, focusing on history

and formal structure at the expense of a conception of poli-

tics which includes actors, power, and conflict management.
12
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Competition for power and goods, competing group demands:

these very political qualities which textbooks apparently

fail to convey are, after all, the heart cf party politics.

If the specific treatment of parties is as lifelese and

unsophisticated as these previous studies lead one to suspect,

we should express little surprize at the prevailing disaffec-

tion for partiei. If a component of the disaffection is .

an ingenuous ignorance about them (as it surely must be),

then the school curriculum must be held accountable for part

of this ignorance.

The remainder of the paper will be spent addressing

some of these issues by presenting the results of content

analyzing four books.

The Data and Methods

The four texts used were selected on the basis of four

criteria: availability,,recent publication, and grade level

and subject. The small scope of the project dictated that

readily available books be used. In practical terms, this

meant that our resources were limited to the curriculum

brary of the Rutgers University Graduate School of Education

and local schools. After consulting El-High Textbooks in

Frint. 1978 to ascertain which books might be appropriate,

it was found ttat Rutgers and Highland Park (N.J.) High

School cc)uld provide books from the list in three cases. In

the fourth case, that of the junior high Civics text, nothing

short of buying one copy of a book from the publisher seemed
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feasible, and that was later done. Once our initial list was

narrowed'to what was available, a further screening process

vas imposed by selecting books with the latest copyright

date and/or the most recent edition. This was our best

presently possible means of assessing both currency and usage.

6f the eventually chosen books, one had a 1974 publication

date, one was published in 1975, and two were published

in 1977. Three of the books were in second (and revised)

editions and the remaining book had gone to a third edition,

suggesting that all the books had been put to substantial

use. Finally, the books were categorized by junior (grades

7-9) and senior (grades 9.12) high school levels, and by

whether they were American History or American Civics books.

It must be stressed again that the books examined do

not constitute a sample of any sort: nor is any claim of

representativeness made. The results of the present research

can be seen, rather, as a very limited and tentative foray

into American History and Civics curricula as a whole.

Once the selected texts were in hand they were read

sentence hy sentence, and any sentence mentioning a party

or parties was directly transcribed. This process netted

.a total of 2057 statements. The number of statements found

in individual texts is reported several times below. The

total amount of space devoted to political parties in each

book can be most simply expressed thus: if the distribution

of statements were monotonic, a mention of party would occur

slightly more than once per page. The exception is the

junior hi h Civics book, with a ratio of 231 statements
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to 502 pages.

A coding scheme was then developed which contained

two identification variables, one temporal variable and

eleven measures of particular features of the content. The

author was the sole coder, and some caution about data

reliability must be entertained because of this. We are

confident that the internal consistency of the coding is

quite high, however.

Each statement was given an identification number and

coded by grade level. The statements were then coded on

substance: were parties themselves under scrutiny or was

party used only as a label? The next two variables coded

identified specific parties. One variable was reserved for

the first andfor most prominent party featured, while the

second variable contained additional parties mentioned

when this occurred.

The party code was structured by fo7ir major categories.

The first division included mentions of "all" or "both"

parties. The second category included the Democrats, Repub-

licans, and their hibtorical antecedents. The third division

contained mentions of novel third parties, parties which

arose spontaneously rather than splintering from established

parties. The fourth division was reserved for remaining,

miscellaneous mentions, including those about campaign organi-

zations or party systems different from the American one.

Statement* were scored on the degree and locus of conflict

they mentioned. The levels of conflict used included none,
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normal political opposition, significant conflict (indicated

by the specific use of words such as 'bitterness% and ex-

treme conflict (resulting in party splits, regional polari-

zation or violence, for example). The locus of conflict

might be within the party, between or among parties, or

a party/non-party dispute*

Each statement was coded on whetherlhe'party was

presented in a specific context, and if so, whether that

context was intraparty organizationalselectorall or instiib

tutional (including bll'levels of government).

The presentation of issues in conjunction with the

party was also'treated contextually rather than substantively,

according to our reasoning that it was more important to

know what the party-issue relationship was than to know

the specific issue. Were single issues raised, or issues

as a part of a broad ideology? Were the issues of coalition

building mentioned? Were issues stressed in the context

of platforms or institutional programs? Also coded were

mentionc of issues specific to elections themselves, such

as Catholic Republican voters' response to K.annedy.

Mentions of the functions of political parties were

divided into the following groups of taskss candidate selection;

campaigning;interest aggregation; interest articulation;

conflict management; socialization; and patronage and appointments.

A separate variable was created to account for treatments

of patronage and corruption. wNormalo patronage mentions in-

cluded statements illustrating the parties' position-filling
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opportunities, while "unacceptable" patronage mentions indi-

cated appointments of unqualified people and the like, acts

portrayed as short of illegality but nonetheless undesirable.

Corruption as it is usually understood was duly coded when

mentions of it occurred.

A variable indicating the objective evaluation in each

statement was also used. This variable divides those actions

presented as sucessful from those portrayed us unsucessfUl,

without diStinguishing
between the kinds of actions presented.

The last substantive variable used in the analysis was

- an indicator of affect. With this variable we tried to

capture the subjective nature of the presentations. The

scoring on affect depended on the use of language, especially

descriptive language. Words such as "notorious" or "extremist"

in a statement caused it to be scored as producing negative

affect, while phrases such as "healing the nation's wounds"

or "spirit of cooperation" were thought to convey positive

affect. Simple reportorial accounts and statements over which

the coder experienced any indecision were assigned to a neu-

tral category.

Finally, statements were ordered chronologically. The

divisions used wrre chosen to conform to the najor periods

of party development and change emphasized by scholars such

as Burnham, Chambers and Sundquist.
13

This rather elaborate coding scheme notwithstanding,

the reediting data were not sufficiently rigorous to bear

equally elaborate statistical manipulation. Frequency
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distributions and contingency tables prtvided the happy

solution, being more than adequate to our analytical

needs without insulting methodological integrity.

Some Fynnthpses

Several hypotheses about the textbook presentatfons

of political parties helped to structure our analysis.

A brief description of them follows.

First, we posited that third parties would be insub-

stantially treated, in accordance with the overwhelming

emphasis on two-party politics in this country. The more

Wanti-syitem" Ile.party, we additionaly 'felt, the less

attention we would see paid to it.

Second, we expected to find the electoral context of

party activity overrepresented. While electoral politics

is no doubt a raisbn dletre of political parties, we pre-

dicted an emphasis on this context at the expense of the

party in government or the party organization itself.

A series of hypotheses about the functions of parties

were developed. We posited that the well-accepted perception

of Western parties as interest aggregators and articulators

and managers of conflict would not be significantly reflected

in these texts. Neither did we look for portrayals of the

party as a socialization agent, as one of the resources

available to citizens trying to order the political world.

By understating these facets of the political party, we posited

that the texts would be obscuring the picture of parties as

1 2
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an integral part of our political sytem, and thereby indirectly

contributing to the prevalent disaffection discussed above.

We additionally predicted that a disproportianate

ammount of attention to such unpalatable party activities

as those involving corruptiot.would be seen.

The next section describes the results of our inves-

tigation, followed by a discusilon of the implications

of these findings.

Findings

The preliminary results of our investigation can be

seen in Tables I and II. Following is a discussion of these

findings.

As hypothesized, third parties, historically or gener-

N elly, are virtually ignored. Only 6 percent of the total

number of statements is devoted to American novel third

parties, and 52 percent of this nurber are references to the

Populist party alone. Less than one half of one percent of

the statements concern the Socialist and Communist parties

in this country, and no notice at all is taken of others

such as the Women's Party or the Libertarian Party.

Subsequent hypotheses also received at least partial

support from these data with the exception of our expec-

tations concerning the treatment of corruption. The most

frequently seen context is that of electoral politics, al-

though one out of four contextual settings is institutional.

When an issue is mentioned in conjunction with the parties
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it is more likely to be a single issue (frequently slavery

or free enterprize
economics), and issues as part of a party's

platform appear a rare 4 percent of the time.

In line with this finding are the findings about attri-

bution of function: the party is not often presented as an

aggregator or articulator of interests. The important

function of policy direction was stressed somewhat more

than bad been anticipated, but electoral functions are

predictably dominant in the treatments. Less than 2

percent of the statements portray the party as a socializa-

tion agent. While the parties in their roles as conflict

managers are Ilaid an insignificant amount of attention,

neither are they represented as being particularly conflictual

themselves, as the large percentage of statements presenting

only normal

Perhaps

accounts of

political opposition suggests.

the most surprizing finding concernt

excessive patronage and corruption.

out of ten this side of political parties is not

the textbook

Nine times

displayed.

While the definite mentions of corruption are few, however,

they do exceed mentions of normal and accepted patronage

activities.

A crosstabulation of each variable by the others was

done in order to unveil any patterns or trends in the treatments.

The noteworthy results of this analysis are reported and dis-

cussed where appropriate below.

The remainder of the findings seetion is occupied with

a closer examination of the contents of individual texts, and

a more detailed look at the treatment of specific parties.



TABLE/

DISTRIBUTION OF STATEMENTS BY PARTY

Parties generally 34.8% (715)

Democrats 17.3 (355)

Jeffersonian Democrats 5.0 (102)

Jacksonian Democrats 2.7 ( 55)

.Free Soil Democrats .4 ( 8)

Dixiecrats .1 ( 2)

(Agrregate Democrats) (25.5%) (522)

Republicans 19.7 (404)

Federalists. 4.6 ( 95)

Whigs 4.5 ( 92)

Constitutional Union .1 ( 2)

Radical Republicans 247 ( 55)

Roosevelt Progressives .4 ( 9)

(Aggregate Republicans) (32.0%) (657)

Novel Third Parties .8 ( 16)

Populists 3.1 ( 64)

Progressives .5 ( 11)

Know4othings .3 ( 7)

Anti-Masons .1 ( 3 )

Liberty .0 ( 1)

Greenback .3 ( 7)

National Labor Reform .1 ( 2)

Socialists .4 ( 8)

Communists .0 ( 1)

1 5



TABLE I (continued)

American Independent .2% (

Women's Party .0 (.

Libertarians .0 (

4)'

0)

0)

(Aggregate Third Parties) (5.8%) (12L)

One-Party Systems .5 ( ii)
Multi-Party Systems .7 ( 15)

Candidate Campaign Organizations .....2.5. LW-
99.8%* (2057)

*
Percentages do not add to 100% because of rounding.



. TABLE II

DISTRIBUTICN OF STATEMENTS BY CONTENT

Grade Level

Junior-high 36.7% (755)

Senior-high 63.3 (1302)

Level of Conflict

None 34.5% ( 710)

Normal opposition 44.8 ( 921)

Significant 13.4 ( 276)

Extreme 7.3 ( 150)

Context

Non-specific

Organizational

rlectoral

Institutional

4.0% ( 83)

23.2 ( 477)

45.7 ( 940)

27.1 ( 557)

Presentation of Issues

No Issue 43.5% ( 895)

Single Issue 18.4 ( 379)

Coalition-building 9.0 ( 186)

Electoral 7.0 ( 145)

Platform 4.2 ( 87)

Institutional 11.: ( 233)

Broad Ideology 6.4 ( 132)

1 7

Substance

No 12.9% (.266)

Yes 87.1 (1791)

Locus of Conflict

Intrae-

. party 27.5%

Between
parties 67.6

Party/non-
party 4.9

Missing

Patronue and Corruption

None 91.3%

Normal 2.5

Excessive 1.9

Corruption 3.5

Attempts to
reform .8

(1878)

( 51)

( 39)

( 73)

( 16)



TABLE II (continued)

Party Ptinction

Candidate
Selection 22.4% ( 428)

.Campaigning 26.1 ( 498)

Policy Director 17.4 ( 332)

Interest
Aggregator 8.8 ( 168)

Interest
Articulator 14.5 ( 278)

Conflict
Management 3.2 ( 61)

Socialization
Agent 1.6 ( 31)

Appointmert.

making 6.0 ( 115)

No function given ( 146)

Evaluation

Unsuccessful 18.6% ( 383)

Neutral 45.0 ( 925)

Successful 36.4 ( 749)

A.ffect

Negative 18.7% ( 384)

Neutral 67.0 (1379)

Positive 14.3 ( 224)

Time Period

0energ1

1776-99

1800-21 4

182549

1860-95

-To Ilpsotl

31.4% ( 645) 1896-1928 7.7% ( 159)
5.4 ( 112) 1929-52 6.7 ( 137)
5.8 ( 120) f952-
9.8 ( 201) Present 14.4

( 297)

18.8 ( 386)

18
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The Books

Let us turn now to differences in treatment by grade

level and subject. As we saw in Table II, 63 percent of

the statements were found in senior.-high texts, and 37

percent came from the junior-high books. Only 12.9 percent

of the statemente used the party to identify an actor without

substantively treating the party itself. But of those 266

statements, 47.3 percent of them were located in the lower

grade level books, a somewhat disproportionately large nunber.

Only one fifth of the mentions included indications of

significant or extreme levels of conflict, but over 60 per-

cent of these came from the senior-high books. Fifty-ohe

percent of the lower division books' party mentions pre-

sented no conflint of any sort, while 75 percent of the

upper division statements included mentions of conflict.

In the junior-high books, 65 percent of the statements

neglected to place the party in a specific context and,

by contrast, 65 and 72 percent of the statements emphasizing

organizational and institutional contexts, respectively,

were found in the senior-high books. Statements embedded

in an electoral context vere proportionately distributed

across the two grade level ditisions. The number of statements

devoid of a treatment of issues are divided equally among

junior- and senior-high books, as is true of presentations

of issues within a broad party ideologY. But among statements

presentiro 4SSIIPS in the more sophisticated contexts of

coalitimfbuilding platform writing,,and the institutional

1 9
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and electorial arenas, more than two-thirds are found in the

two senior-high books. Clearly, sophistication of treatment

is partially a function of grade level.

. One of the key queries in this research concerned the

handling of party functions. Table III shows the distri-

bution of functions across the four books examined.

TABLE III

PARTY FUNCTION BY BOOKS

Junior Junidr 'Senior Senior
History_ Civics History_ Civics

Candidate Selection 31.2% 29.4% 19.6%

Camtaigning--- 22.8 29.9 24.8 29.5

Director of Policy 12.9 14.14. 23.1 14.7

Interest'Aggregation 5.7 7.2 10.8 9.14

Interest Articulation 14.6 9.3 16.6 13.7

Conflict Managenent 3.7 2.6 2.9 3.3

Socialization Agent 1.8 1.) 0.0 3.9

Appointments 7.7 6.2 2.2 10.2

(1116 cases did not assign

99.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(487) (194) (719) (511)

a function)

One.expects after all that most statements about a party's

function will emphasize electoral activities. And, as hy-

pothesized, the party in its role as socializer or conflict

resolver is rarely mentioned. Vhat is surprizing is the

comparatively large amount of attention devoted to the party

as policy director and aggregator and articulator of interests,

especially in the senior-high texts.
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Another major question to be addressed is that of the

presentation of excessive patronage and corruption on the

part of the parties. For these four texts at least, the

.hypothesis about overemphasis on such phenomena appears to

be thoroughly unjustified, as can be seen in Table IV. The

twollistory books contain virtually all of the statements

which do recount such activitiesL as one would expect,

but these unsavory aspects of political parties are

disproportionately represented in the junior-high account.

TABLE IV

CORRUPTION AND PA2RONAGE

Junior Junior
Civics

Senior
History

None

,History

87.6% 95.2% 93.1%

Normal Patronage .6 1.7 .7

Excessive Patronage 4.2 .4 1.7

Corruption 7.3 .4 3.7

Attempts at reform .4 2.2 .8

Senior
Civics

90.7%

7.1

.5

1.1

100.1% 99.9% 100.0% '.99.9%

(524) (231) (751) (551)

The senior-high Civics book contains three times as many

statements about normal patronage activities as the other

volumes combined, and less than one percent of the total

number of statements showed party efforts to end corruption.

Finally, we wished to determine how the evaluations of

party activities were distributed across the books, and
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whether the affect displayed was positive or negative. Table V

reveals the frequency distributions of evaluations of all

party activities depicted. Was the party successful or

unsuccessful in any given endeavor? If no evaluation were

rade or a particular action did not reach a conclusion

within the confines of a particular statement, the neutral

category was assigned.

TABLE V

ACTION EVALUATIONS

Junior Junior Senior Senior
History Civics Histony Civics

Unsuccessful 23.5%

Neutral 46.9

Successful 29.6

100.0%

5.6%

71.4

22.9

.59,9%

(524) (231) (751) (551)

20.0% 17.6%

35.6 44.8

)414.5 37.6,

100.1% 100.C%

It can be seen from the table that, with the exception

of the upper level HistOry text, neutrality appears to be

the most frequently occurring evaluative stance. The balance

of the remaining statements arc more likely to contain sucess-

ful than unsuccessful evaluations, however. It should be

recalled here that the use of the term "action" does not im-

ply one stereotypical party endeavor, but rather includes

activities engaged in by the party in all of its aforementioned

roles. The previous findings on party functions hswevcrs

indicate that tho majority of party activities evaluated
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in the texts occurred in the electoral arena.

A far more subjective aspect of political party-presen-

tation is tapped by the indicator we have chosen to call

affect. It will be remembered that this indicator relies

on the use of adjectives, characterizations, and the general

tenor cf the language in the statement, and thus must be

regarded with considerable caution. With any case in which

we experienced the least doubt as to scoring, the neuteal

category war assigned. These statements along with those

which were sirply reportorial in nature rake the neutral

catego* by far the largest one in each of the texts,

as Table VI shows.

TABLE VI

AFFECT

Junior
History

Junior
Ciyips

Senior
History

Senior
Ciy1c.s

Negative 26.9% 60% 21.8% 12.2%

Neutral 59.7 75.8 66.h 71.1

Positive 11.7 18.P 11.7 :16.7

99.9% 100.1% 99.91! 100.0%

(524) (231) (751) (551)

Disregarding the middle category for the moment, a per-

haps unlooked-for finding emerges. Among statements which

do convry affects the History books are somewhat more likely

to be negative than positives while the reversc In to be

found in both Civics books. Two partial explanations for

21..?
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this phenomenon might be put formrd: first, the Civics

books simply may be authored by individuals more kindly dis-

posed to political parties than those who wrote the History

books.
14 Second, the history books record periods in the

past when some party activities could not be cast in other

than a negative light, despite the inclinations of the author.

The Civics texts would not be so constrained,

While it is not presently possible to draw conclu-

sions about the first assertion, our findings can shed

some light on the validity of the second one, In fact, 51

percent of all statements projecting negative affect were

made while recounting events in the nineteenth century, and

all but eight of the statements about this period

are in the History books. Wile perhaps not always justifiably,

the History texts appear to reflect some disapproval and

dismay at the occasions of deep and often bitter disputes

associated with the political parties of that time. Fifty?

seven percent of the statements mentioning significant conflict,

and 78 percent of those recounting extreme conflict, occur

in the context of the nineteenth century, especia3ly the latter

half. These illustrations of severe intra- and inter-party

conflict are correlated with negative affect (Gammas. -.30).

The vast majority of incidences of party corruption also arise

from accounts of nineteenth century politics (especially from

1860 to 1895), and mentions of corruption also correlate

highly with negative affeet (Gamma" ..94). One wonders to what

extent these impressions of divisiveness and clandestine acts

21
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remain with the students, even after the memory of specific

details recedes.

The Treatment of the Parties

The distribution of party mentions presented earlier

showed about one-third of the statements devoted to parties

generally, one-third to the Republicans and their historical

antecedents, one-quarter to the Democrats and their prede-

cesors, 6 percent to novel third parties and a scant 2 per-

cent to candidate campaign organizations and single- and

multi-party systems. Table VII displays the distributions

of each of the content variables across these party groupings.

We see that significant or extreme levels of conflict

are more likely to be associated with a Republican mention

than with any other category. A great deal of this Republican

conflict can be attritmted to the problems of Reconstruction,

when Radical Republicans not only "waved the bloody shirt"

at the Democrats but hotly debated Reconstruction policies

among themselves. Conflict of any sort is not as frequently

seen in statements about third parties for the simple reason

that most statements mentioning these parties were occupied

by descriptions of the parties' ideological goals and 4denti-

fiers rather than depictions cf their activities in the elec-

toral arena. The most frequent locus of conflict was, pre-

dictably, between or among parties.

The indicator of context also offers few surprizes. The

two major parties are discussed in an electoral context a

major#y of the time, while more attention is paid to the
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organizational context of third parties. No more than a

third of the time can the party in government be seen,

and the Republicans are slightly more likely than.the Democrats

to be so portrayed.

The parties' stands on issues are rather weakl. il-

lustrated. About a third of the time no issues are associ-

'ited with any particular party, and this figure increases

to a substantial 60 percent when the concept of parties

generally is under scrutiny. The next largest treatment

of issues is in a single issue context. The issues of coalition

building and issues as part of a platform, considered promi-

nent features.of party politics by scholars, are sinolarly

underrepresented here. Another key concept, that of the

party as a provider of a broad and coherent ideology,,is

tually absent from these texts. ile the illustration of

third party ideology is proportionately much greater than

that presented for the Democrats and Republicans, so small is the

absolute number of such statements that this important aspect

of party politics can Ilardly be forcefully transmitted to

young readers.

The case for the treatment of party functions is much

\the same. No significant variation between the two major

parties can be found across the range of functions, and

both ; ,.ties are cast predomlnantly in their electoral roles.

The party as interest articulator is seen largely in conjunc-

tion with third parties, and once again the absolute nuMber

of statements is doubtless too small to have an impact.
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TABLE VII

CONTENT OF SPECIFIC PARTY TREATMENTS

.
Democrats Rtpublicans Third All rarties

Conflict

None 26.4% 27.4% 40.3% 45.4%

Normal Opposition 46.4 36.2 46.0 50.9

Significant 16.5 24.0 10.5 2.5

Extreme 10.7 12.3 3.2 1.2

( 522) ( 657) ( 124) ( 754)

Locus of Confli t

Intra-party 37.5% 34.8% 2.7%

Between, among parties 58.3 61.2 85.1 80.4

Party v. non-Party 4.2 4.0 12.2 5.3

( 384) ( 477) ( 74) ( 413)

Context

Non-specific 3.1% 3.0% 17.7% 3.3%

Organizational 10.9 me 30.6 41.2

Electoral 56.5 52.2 39.5 33.6

Institutional 29.5 33.9 12.1 21.9

( 522) ( 657) ( 124) ( 754)

Issues.

None 36.4% 31.8% 25.8% 61.4%

Single 24.1 28.0 15.3 6.6

Coalition 9.2 10.4 9.7 7.7

Electoral 4 5.7 10.5 4.8 5.3

Platform 4.6 2.9 15.3 3.3

Institutional 17.1 11.4 8.9 11.1

Broad Ideology 7.9 5.0 19.4 4.5

( 522) ( 657) ( 124) ( 754)
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TABLE VII (continued)

Democrats Republicans Third All Parties

Function

Candidate Selection 30.1% 21.2% 10.3% 19.9%

Campaigning 23.7 28.1 23.3 26.5

Policy Director 17.7 22.0 6.0 14.9

Interest Aggregator 8.8 9.3 14.7 7.4

Interest Articulator 12.9 14.5 44.8 10.6

Conflict Yanagement 2.4 2.6 0.0 4.9

Socialization Agent .6 .2 .9 3.8

Appointrient-making 3.8 2.1 .0 12.2

( 502) (:613) ( 116) ( 680

Patronage

None 93.9% 90.3% 100.0% 89.0%

Normal Patronage .8 .3 6.0

Excessive Patronage 2.1 2.7 1.3

Corruption 2.7 6.1 2.5

Attempts to Recrm .6 .6 1.2

( 522) ( 657) ( 124) (754)

Evaluation

Unsuccessful 19.9% 23.9% 20.2% 12.9%

Neutral 35.6

Successful 44.4

( 522)

Affect

Negative 17.6%

Neutral 67.2

Positive 15.1

( 522)

Time

General 2.1%

1776-99 8.6

1800-24 11.3

39.3

36,S

( 657)

26.9%

63.9

(

34.7

45.2

124)

12.9%

67.7

(

58.1

29,0

754)

13.1%

69.5

9.1 19.4 17.4

( 657) ( 124) ( 7514)

2.1% 11.3% 80.4%

6.4 0.0 3.3

8.14 0.0 .8



TABLE VII (continued)

Time

Nmocrats

1825-59 12.5%

1860-95 16.5

1896-1928 7.9

1929-52 12.3

1952-Present 28.9

( 522)
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lymtlkarls Third Ail Parties

17.0% 8.9% 1.7%

30.6 h5.2 5.7

12.0 23.4 1.3

9.1 4.6 .9

14.3 6.5 5.8

( 657) ( 124) ( 754)
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The striking finding about patronage and corruption

is that there isn't one. neither individual parties nor

parties generally are portrayed as corrupt or even as over-

indulgent in patronage activites. One might even consider

that normal patronage is inadequately represented here.

The few exceptions to this trend are accaunted for in the

main by some Republican activities after the Civil War,

for example. Another partial explanation for the lack of

findings can be found in the treatment of political ma-

chines. Many of the mentions of machines are absent from

this analysis because they were specific descriptions of

the bosses themselves, so isolated from the party that,

without additional cues, the average student wvuld not

necessarily associate the two. It should also be pointed

out that only two statements attributing Watergate to the

Republican Party itself were found.

On the question of how party actions were evaluated,

some unexpected findings emerged. The Democrats, third parties

and parties generally were presented as successful actors

two and a half times es often as unsuccessful ones. The

Republicans did not fare as well, although accounts of success

here too outnumbered unsuccessful ones. For the majnr parties

and parties generally much of the success was in the electoral

arena. Some third party success was electoral, but the balance

of the positive evaluations could be found in statements em-

phasizine issues initiated by third parties and later widely

accepted. Typical of these kinds of statements were mentions..
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of the Populist drive for popularly elected Senatorsland

the initiative, referendum and recall. La Follette's

Progressives shared some of this limelight with the Pophlists.

. The Democrats, too, received some attention and some

evaluations of success on issues such as the 1964 Civil Rights

Act.

The findings on affect vary from those on evaluation.

While two-thirds of the statements in all categories appeared

to be free of affect, the remaining distributions reveal

more negative than peSit4re feelings about the Democratic

and Republican parties. Third parties generally fare better,

as do statements treating parties generally. The civics

books, as mentioned before, contribute the most positive

affect for parties. liby the Democrats and especially the

Republicans are not positively portrayed more often is

less readily explained. Mentions of unacceptable levels

of patronage and corruption contributes, as do actions on

controversial issues such as slavery. Many of the statements

about Radical Republican activity produced negative affect.

Southern Democrats were occasionally singled cut for censure.

The cumulative force of these negative presentations, how-

ever, rust here remain an unmeasured quantitw.

The importance of particular time periods has already

been discussed in the cases of affect, conflict and corruption.

The latter half of the nineteenth century is once again

prominent as the period of greatest third party activity of

all kinds.

31
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Some Concludinz Irplications

Despite the quantity 'of information which these four

texts contain, one would hesitate to call the treatment of

political parties thorough. As our lengthy array of findings

should have made clear, What seems to be missing from these

books is a sophisticated and dynamic conception of politi-

cal parties. What we find instead is a sometimes woefully

simplistic picture of them, conjured up by statements like

this one from the junior-high Civics text: "Voters are

urged to help the party of their choice by spending as much

money as they can afford." While twelve year-old girls

and boys cannot be expected to grapple with theories of

minimum winning coalitions, surely we can find suitable

ways of introducing concepts of power, comprcmise and bargaining

to them. The situation improves somewhat as grade levels

advance, and yet we are by no means confident that students

are ever made to understand iyal parties exist and what they

actually contribute to.our political .ystem.

Much of the relevant education literature concerns

itself with a debate over the merits of teaching social

studies versus social 50ien0e. 15 The question implicit

in the debate--whether to convey facto or opportunities

for analytical reasoning--is not new to political scientists,

bearing as it has on the disposition of our own research.

Perhaps the question contains a new element here, though.

American school textbooks seem to have provided ffttual ac-

counts without also providing an atmosphere conducive to
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synthesis and analysis on the part of the student. This

preference for fact and formal structure is markedly

evident in the books we analzed, and with the History

books it is certainly understandable. What the student is

left with, however, is a fleeting image of the Jeffersonian

Republicans against the Federalists or the dispute between

Conscience and Cotton Uhigs, effortlessly forgotten by the

second day of summer vacation, rather than a lasting im-

pression of political conflict and the need to constrain

and channel it. The Civics books are equally culpable:

is it better to spin out plodding explanations of State

Party Committee organization, or to offer a briefer dis-

section of formal structure and an example suggesting that

parties have the same kinds of organizing troubles a school

club has?

Our personal experiences have repeated/y reaffirmed

the notion that Americans infrequently contemplate and

accept the idea of politics itself, and thus do not recog-

nize the party as a vital and integral part of the political
\

system. The stiff, date-burdened and oversimplified illustra-
.

tion of parties we often encountered in this content analysis

must be at least partially responsible for such attitudes.

If this is truly the case, then perhaps the best party reform

of all would be a reformation of the way we teach our

children about them.
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